
HOW TO BuiLD your 5 Ft. rack!

UNPACK YOUR WIRE RACK BOXES
There will be 2 total - 1 main box and 1 additional shelf box. 

LAYOUT ALL ITEMS

TAKE A LOOK AT THE VERTICAL POSTS
You'll notice that they are notched in one inch increments,
this will make it easy for you to align your shelves. 

ALIGN YOUR BOTTOM SHELF
SHELF 1 (bottom shelf): on the 10TH increment
up from the floor

Put one side of a split sleeve on your post
at the correct increment, then click the other
side of the split sleeve into it. Repeat on the
three other posts. 

NOTE: the split sleeves are tapered, make sure
the arrow is pointing upward on the split sleeves! 

ADD FIRST SHELF TO POSTS
Put your shelf on its side, and slide the posts
into the holes (Inserting from the bottom up).
Flip the whole unit upright, and then push the
shelf down onto the sleeves to tighten. 
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YAY! ALL DONE!
Your shelf rack is ready to merchandise! 
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ADD THE REMAINING SHELVES
Once you have the shelf unit upright
continue to apply split sleeves, and then
shelves (always remembering to push down
on the shelves to tighten). 

SHELF 2: 24TH increment from the floor 
SHELF 3: 38ND increment from the floor 
SHELF 4: 52RD increment from the floor 
SHELF 5 (top shelf): 64TH increment from the floor 
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STILL UNSURE HOW TO ASSEMBLE? CHECK
OUT THIS LINK FOR A VIDEO HOW TO. 

^ Tapered split sleeves  
  attached. Shelf ready
  to be pushed down. 

^ Shelf placed on
  side, ready to

  slide shelves on. 

^ Zoomed view of assembled   
   split sleeve. Note the arrow

   is pointing upward. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vc7uHrzoQT8


What is all this stuff?

INCLUDED HARDWARE:

Included B.F.F. POP items (not to scale):

BLADES (2)
Magnet brackets attach to the face of 2 shelves on the left & right
sides of shelf strips. There are 2 brackets for each blade.

ASILE WOBBLERS (6)
Wobblers are attached to shelf faces using magnetic clips.
There are 2 wobblers each for Original, OMG!, and PLAY foods.

HEADER CARD (1)
Loosely thread zip-ties through the header card pre-drilled holes.
(REFERENCE VIDEO)

Mount the gray header card posts and hardware onto the top shelf, so that
each one is approximately 13” in from the rack posts. (REFERENCE VIDEO)

    Step 1: Take the hex bolt and thread it through the top rack shelf 
    Step 2: Screw the hex bolt through the hole on the gray posts 
               with the cut edge of the gray post facing the rack, position 
               so the bolt threads through hole on gray post.
    Step 3: Place the washer on the end of the hex bolt
    Step 4: Place the wing nut on the end of the hex bolt 
    Step 5: Hand tighten the wing nut on the hex bolt 

Mount the header card onto the gray posts. (REFERENCE VIDEO)

    Step 1: Place the bottom zip-tie over the top of gray post so that the 
               post is on the BACK side of header card (header card will rest 
               on the surface of the top shelf)
    Step 2: Slide the header card down so the top zip-tie is on the gray post
    Step 3: Hand tighten the zip-ties so that they are snug on
               the gray header card posts
    Step 4: Remove any excess zip-tie tail ends by clipping with scissors

SHELF STRIPS (5)
These help illustrate the different protein options available
and sit on the shelves like shelf talkers. For shelf placement
of these reference the rack image on page 1 of this file.
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A REFERENCE FOR ASSEMBLING THE POP PIECES ONTO YOUR B.F.F. RACK!
 NUMBERS FOR THE HARDWARE PIECES MATCH THE NUMBERED POP ITEM THEY ARE ASSOCIATED WITH BELOW.

TUNA TUNA TUNA

TUNA CHICKENLAND
& SEA

TUNA LAND
& SEA CHICKEN
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https://weruva.com/bff-rack/
https://weruva.com/bff-rack/
https://weruva.com/bff-rack/

